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weddings
& EVENTS

Celebrate your wedding in one of the most
extraordinary places on earth
Santorini Gem Wedding Venue & Villa
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LET US GUIDE YOU
THROUGH THIS

magical journey
AND TOGETHER, CREATE
YOUR HAPPILY EVER AFTER!
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SANTORINI, GREECE

THE MAGNIFICENT

Location

volcanic wonder

Set in the scenic hillside village
of Pyrgos, a place that oozes
romanticism. Embraced by the
majestic sunsets and glorious
views, Santorini Gem evokes a
true miracle that every couple
would dream of.

OF THE AEGEAN SEA

An exceptional and fascinating island in the Aegean Sea, Greece.
An island created by the volcanic wonders and nature’s inspiration, classified as the most romantic destination worldwide.
Emotionally intense as the result of
forceful volcanic eruption, Santorini is
famous for its beauty and culture. The
geological uniqueness, the traditional
island architecture and the world’s
most famous sunset distinguish
Santorini among all the other wedding
destinations.
Santorini is the ideal place for a
wedding ceremony with unique
backdrops, a natural setting to capture
life time moments. A sublime Greek
island for the bride and groom to
exchange vows of love.

The last big eruption of the volcano
caused the collapse of the volcano’s
central part, creating today’s stunning
caldera! Pyrgos village, is one of the
main caldera view locations formed by
this geological activity.
Balanced on a cliff, 300 meters above
the sea, Santorini Gem Wedding Venue
is a privileged location with panoramic
views, facing the volcanos and the
neighboring islets.
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THE ULTIMATE

destination
WEDDING
VENUE AND
VILLA!

Santorini Gem stands proudly among the
world’s top wedding venues to offer stylish
and glamorous events.
The estate allows for spectacular views of
the surroundings. It is the great location
and the lavishness of different areas, as
well as the luscious food and high-level
services that make Gem the perfect venue
to get married, have a photo shoot and
party!

THE WEDDING

Santorini Gem is able to host smaller-scale
or large events, with outdoor and indoor
spaces, selected services and a variety of
menus to savor this lifetime experience.

facilities

The property features an incredible ceremony area facing the volcanos, a dining
area and bar, a large pool overlooking the Aegean Sea with wonderful poolside
areas and an imposing luxury wedding villa.

THE WOW FACTOR:
PRIVACY AND
A PLACE WITH
TRUE CHARACTER!

With a capacity of 160 guests, Santorini Gem is a spacious wedding venue with
great outdoor spaces and wonderful lush gardens, ideal for children and guests,
who can enjoy their welcome drinks while dancing and taking photos.
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The epitome of luxury,
privacy and elegance!

The Luxury Property is available exclusively for the wedding day
and night. The elegant and spacious villa is ideal for the wedding
preparations and pre-wedding photoshoot.
The luxury honeymoon villa features five bedrooms, able to accommodate the
wedding couple and their families for the first night, offering the complete
Santorini Gem hospitality, indulging the couple with a luxurious breakfast at the
gorgeous view of the first morning together.
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TO BE LOYAL
TO YOU
WITH MY
WHOLE LIFE

Ceremony
Looking into each other’s eyes, promising eternal love.
This is how your love story begins… The most emotional moment unfolding under the sunset and the true kiss marks the
happily ever after.
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Reception

Following the ceremony, the guests are welcomed to the enchanting reception area by the pool, to sip lavish cocktails. The pool
side area, with an eye-catching pool, is connected to the main front
area of the venue in a slightly lower level, facing the extraordinary
volcano views.
A spacious dining area to protect you from the elements, surrounded by beautiful
gardens. Or maybe an outdoor reception to take in the most of Greece? Either
way, Gem is the ideal location offering an ultimate luxurious atmosphere.

Party

Plan a sparkling night to remember by choosing great entertainment options, dance then night away
and have the time of your life!
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Real Santorini Gem weddings,
inspired by unique wedding traditions!

Real Santorini Gem weddings,
inspired by unique wedding traditions!

Classic
and
timeless,
THE DEFINITION OF ELEGANCE.

Bohemian
Inspiration,
THE TREND TO FOLLOW NOW!

With endless combinations and an abundance of design
inspiration at your fingertips, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed.
Color palettes definitely go in and out of style and an all-white
palette ensures that your wedding colors will never feel dated
or trend-driven.

From natural to glamorous, bohemian, or even whimsical, dried flowers can transform
any wedding style from basic to transcendent. Organic linens, earthy details, and a
variety of floral centerpieces and greenery installations can transform a traditional
reception into a bohemian wedding. Flowers casually loose and natural, with a bit of
an untamed approach, as anything too tight and polished would just seem out of place.
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INCORPORATING

CUSTOMS AND

the
love
of
poetry
IN THE DÉCOR.

traditions
NEVER GET OUT OF STYLE.

Destination weddings may be a once-in-a-lifetime experience,
pairing dreams of traveling the world and experiencing a new
culture, while adding traditional elements from your culture,
and celebrating with family and friends.

Traditions provide the basis that will guide the newlyweds through their shared
life together. There are many creative variations of the lifelong traditions, and some
couples honour these powerful and centuries-old customs that will set the tone and a
strong foundation for a lifetime of unity.
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INSPIRATION, DEVOTION,
AND COMMITMENT TO

celebrating love

IN WHATEVER FORM POSSIBLE!

Santorini Gem Planning
& Coordination services
Santorini will seduce the guests with its beauty and culture. The grandeur of the caldera cliffs will be
the perfect background to exchange emotional and life lasting vows.
Gem wedding planners will lead you step by step, making the journey to the wedding day, the most gratifying! By combining
your vision with the advanced knowledge of Santorini Island and a team with greater planning expertise, Santorini Gem
planners will create a truly memorable and unique experience on the most important day of each couple’s lives.
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Member of

+30 22860 33523
info@santorinigem.com
www.santorinigem.com

